2020 will be the 34th year of Swim Across America. We’ve grown from a single open water charity swim to 21 charity open water swims across the U.S. that have raised more than $85 million to fund early stage cancer research and clinical trials.

Atlanta · Baltimore · Boston · Charleston · Charlotte · Chicago · Dallas · Denver · Detroit · Greenwich · Houston · Long Island · Los Angeles · Nantucket · New York · Richmond · Rhode Island · San Francisco · Seattle · St. Louis · Tampa

Every 15 minutes, 50 Americans are diagnosed with cancer

100% of each SAA grant must be applied to the approved clinical trial research or project

Michael Phelps and over 120 Olympians support SAA

A cause supported by more than 20,000 participants and volunteers each year. Merck, KPMG, Verizon and others support employee teams

SAA Impact: Thousands of young investigators have benefitted from SAA grant funding. SAA grants helped fund clinical trials for Yervoy, Opdivo, Tecentriq and Keytruda

There are nine named Swim Across America research labs demonstrating the commitment and partnership of the beneficiary and Swim Across America, including Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center and Johns Hopkins Medicine

LEARN MORE AND JOIN SAA AT: SWIMACROSSAMERICA.ORG